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Developing and maintaining indus-
trywide standards for lifetime reliability is a
critical task for all microprocessor manufac-
turers. Although technology scaling contin-
ues to provide significant performance
benefits, increasingly smaller feature sizes and
increasing power densities are accelerating the
onset of wearout-based failures, thus shorten-
ing processor life.1

Microarchitects have traditionally treated
processor lifetime reliability as a manufactur-
ing problem, best left to device and process
engineers. In current processors, manufactur-
ers enforce lifetime reliability, or qualify it,
during device design, circuit layout, manu-
facture, and chip test. This reliability qualifi-
cation, which is application-oblivious, is based
on estimates of worst case temperature and
processor utilization. However, most applica-
tions will run at lower temperature and uti-
lization, resulting in higher reliability and
longer processor lifetimes than required. As a
result, current reliability qualification method-
ologies are overly conservative, unnecessarily
increasing cost or decreasing performance.
Sustaining this approach will likely be infea-
sible in future scaled systems.

We believe that designing lifetime-
reliability-aware microarchitectures can address
this problem. Manufacturers can use the

microarchitecture’s unique knowledge of
application runtime behavior to qualify reli-
ability on the basis of target application behav-
ior, offering an opportunity to decrease cost
and increase performance. Viewing reliabili-
ty as a design constraint of the microarchitec-
ture is a departure from typical practice, and
requires new tools and much novel research.
To support this view, we at UIUC and IBM
jointly evolved models and tools as a first step
toward a lifetime-reliability-aware microar-
chitecture.2 On the basis of extensive discus-
sions with front-end, backend, and reliability
engineers at IBM, we determined five critical
wearout-based failure mechanisms and iden-
tified state-of-the-art device-level analytic
models that could serve as input for an archi-
tecture-level model.3-5 We then developed
Ramp (short for Reliability-Aware Micro-
processor), the first architecture-level model
that allows lifetime-reliability-aware analysis
of applications and architectures. Ramp uses
the wearout models to calculate an instanta-
neous mean time to failure (MTTF)—the
expected processor life—that is based on cur-
rent processor temperature and utilization.
Much like previous microarchitectural power
and temperature models,6,7 Ramp divides the
processor into a few discrete structures—arith-
metic logic units (ALUs), floating-point units
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(FPUs), register files, branch predictor, caches,
load-store queue, reorder buffer—and applies
the analytic models to each structure as an
aggregate. It then combines the instantaneous
structure-level MTTFs to give the final
MTTF for the entire processor.

Using RAMP, we have so far explored two
microarchitectural techniques that can trade off
processor lifetime reliability, cost, and perfor-
mance. One set of techniques lets designers
apply selective redundancy at the structure level
and/or exploit existing microarchitectural
redundancy.8 Another technique, which we
describe in detail in this article, is dynamic reli-
ability management (DRM). In DRM, the
processor uses runtime adaptation to respond
to changing application behavior to maintain
its lifetime reliability target.2 In contrast to
methods in which reliability qualification is
based on worst case behavior, DRM lets man-
ufacturers qualify reliability at lower (but more
likely) operating points than the worst case. This
lowers the cost of reliable design. As in dynam-
ic thermal management,9 if applications exceed
the reliability design limit, the processor can
adapt by throttling performance to maintain
the system reliability target. Conversely, for
applications that do not stress the reliability
limit, DRM uses adaptation to increase perfor-
mance while maintaining the target reliability.

Reliability challenges
Emerging technology trends may pose signifi-

cant challenges to lifetime reliability unless coun-
teracted by architectural and design innovations.
The most important issues are scaling and
increased power densities. Additionally, increasing
transistor count, and on-chip power management
techniques potentially exacerbate the problem.

Scaling and increased power density
Supply voltages and threshold voltages are

not scaling appropriately with technology
because of performance and leakage power
concerns. This nonideal scaling is increasing
processor power densities and temperatures,
exponentially accelerating wearout failures. In
addition, scaling decreases lifetime reliability
by shrinking the thickness of gate and inter-
layer dielectrics and increasing interconnect
current density. Finally, scaled-down transis-
tors in deep submicron CMOS technologies
also have significantly higher power leakage,

which has an exponential dependence on tem-
perature and thus leads to even higher proces-
sor temperatures. 

To understand how scaling is likely to affect
future processors, we quantified its impact on
processor temperature and reliability using
Ramp.10 Figures 1a and 1b show our results (the
same as previous results10 but with an additional
failure mechanism). Figure 1a shows peak proces-
sor temperature for eight SpecInt applications
running on a contemporary superscalar proces-
sor across technology generations from 180 nm to
65 nm. Figure 1b shows the decrease in reliabili-
ty for the same applications and processor with
scaling. The Max curve is the MTTF calculated
on the basis of worst case current density and tem-
perature seen over all the applications. Our results
assume the same microarchitecture over technol-
ogy generations with no additional transistors and
no changes during manufacturing or device
design for reliability and temperature.

As Figure 1a shows, peak processor tempera-
ture rises significantly with scaling. On average
from 180 nm to 65 nm, the hottest structure’s
temperature increased 14 degrees Kelvin. This
rise is due to increasing power densities on chip,
which in turn is due to nonideal scaling.

Figure 1b shows that simple scaling  of the
type mentioned above would result in a dra-
matic reduction of reliability. If we choose the
model constants (see Figure 2 and associated
descriptive text) such that the average MTTF
across the eight SpecInt applications is about
30 years at 180nm, then at 65nm we would
see that average value drop by 76 percent. (The
30 year value is an arbitrary assumption). Fig-
ure 1b also shows that estimates based on worst
case behavior are much more severe than the
actual applications (the Max curve versus any
application curve). These results clearly
demonstrate the impact of technology scaling
on lifetime reliability. Although much work is
ongoing to mitigate these scaling concerns
with circuit, device, and manufacturing tech-
niques, continued reliance on an application-
oblivious methodology based on worst
case-behavior will become difficult to sustain. 

Increasing transistor count
As functionality increases, so does transistor

count. The more transistors, the more failures
are likely, which in turn means a shorter proces-
sor life. Hence, the problem is twofold: indi-
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vidual transistor reliability is decreasing, and the
number of transistors that can fail is increasing.

On-chip power management
To cope with escalating power, most mod-

ern processor designs use some form of gat-
ing, usually clock gating. Other dynamic,
workload-driven adaptations of processor
resources and bandwidth are also becoming
part of on-chip power management.7,9 These
techniques offer the promise of reduced aver-
age power and temperature, but they are also
introducing new on-chip effects, such as ther-
mal cycling, that can degrade reliability. 

Wearout failure models
Researchers and engineers led us to iden-

tify five critical wearout-based failure mech-
anisms for processors.2,8 We then identified
the state-of-the art device-level analytic mod-
els for these failure mechanisms,3-5 and these
models became the basis for Ramp. These

models express reliability in terms of MTTF
and assume steady-state operation at specific
(generally worst case) temperature and use.

Electromigration
Electromigration occurs when momentum

transfer transports conductor metal atoms
within the processor interconnects. Atoms
migrate from one end of the interconnect to
the other, eventually leading to increased resis-
tance and shorts. 

Ramp uses the electromigration model3

where J is the current density in the intercon-
nect, EaEM is the activation energy for elec-
tromigration, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
T is absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin. n
and EaEM are constants that depend on the
interconnect metal used. In Ramp, these con-
stants are 1.1 and 0.9, respectively, for copper
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Figure 1. Peak temperature (a) and MTTF using Ramp (b) for eight SpecInt applications. At 65 nm, we show the points
for the unrealistic 0.9 V and the more industry-expected 1 V. In (b), the Max curve shows that estimates based on
worst case behavior are far worse than any application MTTF. These are worst case conditions only for the applica-
tions studied; the worst possible conditions for the processor are likely to result in an even lower MTTF. (The model
constants are chosen so that the average MTTF at 180nm is 30 years. This baseline MTTF is chosen arbitrarily).



interconnects.3

Stress migration
In this phenomenon, mechanical stress

causes metal atoms in the interconnect to
migrate, much as they do in electromigration.
Materials differ in their thermal expansion
rate, and this difference causes thermome-
chanical stress.3

Ramp uses the stress migration model3

where T is the absolute temperature in degrees
Kelvin, T0 is the metal’s stress-free tempera-
ture (the metal-deposition temperature), and
m and EaEM are material-dependent constants.
In Ramp, these constants are 2.5 and 0.9,
respectively, for copper interconnects.3 Ramp
assumes that manufacturers use sputtering to
deposit the interconnect metal and thus uses
a value of 500 degrees Kelvin for T0.3

Time-dependent dielectric breakdown
Also known as gate-oxide breakdown, time-

dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) is
the result of the gate dielectric’s gradual
wearout, which leads to transistor failure.4

The model Ramp uses for the MTTF from
TDDB is based on Wu et al.’s recent experi-
mental work at IBM:4

where T is the absolute temperature in degrees
Kelvin and a, b, X, Y, and Z are fitting para-
meters. The values Ramp uses are based on
existing data:4 a = 78, b = −0.081, X = 0.759
eV, Y = −66.8 eV/K and Z = −8.37 x 10-4 eV/K.

Thermal cycling
Permanent damage accumulates with each

temperature cycle experienced by the proces-
sor, eventually leading to failure.3 There are
two types of thermal cycles. Large cycles occur
at a low frequency because of changes like
powering up and down. Small cycles occur at
a high frequency because of changes in work-
load behavior and fine-grained power man-
agement. The packaging community has not
extensively studied the effect of small thermal

cycles at high frequency, so validated models
are not available.

Ramp models large thermal cycles with

where Tambient is the ambient temperature in
degrees Kelvin, Taverage − Tambient is the average
thermal cycle that an on-chip structure expe-
riences, and q is the Coffin-Manson exponent,
an empirically determined material-
dependent constant (2.35 for the package we
modeled in Ramp3).

Negative bias temperature instability
This electrochemical reaction takes place in

PFETs. Negative bias temperature instability
(NBTI) leads to upward shifts in the transis-
tors’ threshold voltage, which in turn lead to
processor failure because of timing constraint
violations.5

The NBTI model we used in Ramp is based
on recent experimental work by Zafar et al. at
IBM:5

where A, B, C, D, and β are fitting parame-
ters, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The val-
ues we use in Ramp are based on previously
derived data:5 A = 1.6328, B = 0.07377, C =
0.01, D= −0.06852, and β = 0.3.

Sum-of-failure-rates model
To calculate the MTTF for the entire

processor, Ramp must combine the effects of
all the failure mechanisms across all chip struc-
tures and over time. In general, this combi-
nation requires knowledge of the different
mechanisms’ lifetime distributions, which is
difficult to attain. Ramp addresses this prob-
lem by using the sum-of-failure-rates (SOFR)
model.11 The SOFR model, widely used in
industry, makes two assumptions: 
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• The processor is a series failure system. That
is, the first instance of any structure fail-
ing because of any failure mechanism
causes the entire processor to fail.

• Each failure mechanism has a constant fail-
ure rate. Equivalently, every failure mech-
anism has an exponential lifetime
distribution. This assumption is clearly
inaccurate—the failure rate of a typical
wearout failure mechanism will be low at
the beginning of the component’s life-
time and grow as the component ages.
However, manufacturers often use this
assumption for lack of any better, vali-
dated models.

These assumptions have two significant
implications.11 The first is that the processor’s
MTTF, MTTFp, is the reciprocal of the
processor’s total failure rate, λp. The second is
that the processor’s failure rate is the sum of
the individual structures’ failure rates that are
due to individual failure mechanisms. Hence, 

(6)

where λil is the failure rate of the ith struc-
ture because of the lth failure mechanism
(which is the reciprocal of the corresponding
MTTF). 

Further, the MTTF models assume that
temperature (T), interconnect current density
(J), and voltage (V) are fixed. However, when
an application runs, these operating conditions
vary with time. Ramp accounts for this varia-
tion through two actions. The first is by cal-
culating instantaneous values of λil on the basis
of instantaneous T, V, and J (measured over a
reasonably small time granularity). The sec-
ond is by using an average over time of these
values to determine the actual failure rate when
running the application. This averaging over
time is similar to the assumption in the SOFR
model, which averages over space. We some-
times refer to the processor MTTF that Ramp
calculates when running an application as the
application’s MTTF.

Finally, to calculate absolute MTTFs, Ramp
must have the proportionality constants in the
individual failure mechanism models (Equa-
tions 1 through 5). These constants are a func-
tion of the reliability-qualification process and
depend on many factors, such as the materials
used for design, and yield. For a target MTTF,
these constants dictate the worst case operat-
ing conditions (and hence performance) the
processor can safely attain. High values for the
proportionality constants imply more aggres-
sive operating conditions (higher temperature,
for example) and higher performance, but at a
higher cost. Conversely, cheaper systems will
have low values for the constants and must
operate at conservative operating points with
lower performance.

Ramp as a simulation tool must work in
conjunction with a timing simulator to deter-
mine workload behavior and with a power and
thermal simulator for power and temperature
profiles. In real hardware, Ramp would require
sensors and counters that provide information
on processor operating conditions. 

Figure 2 summarizes the process Ramp uses
to obtain application MTTFs. A detailed dis-
cussion of Ramp’s implementation is available
elsewhere.2
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Dynamic reliability management
Figure 3 uses three systems that trade off

cost and reliability to motivate dynamic reli-
ability management (DRM). Processor 1 is
the most expensive to qualify for reliability,
and processor 3 is the cheapest. Consider two
applications, A and B. The applications will
have different MTTFs on the three processors
because the reliability qualification of the three
processors is different. Processor 1 is overde-
signed for reliability, so all applications it runs
will meet the target MTTF value, but their
MTTFs are higher than required. In proces-
sor 2, application A does not meet the target
MTTF value, but application B does. In
processor 3, both applications do not meet
the target MTTF value. Hence, processors 2
and 3 are underdesigned for reliability for
these applications.

Consider the cases of processor 2 running
application A and processor 3 running either
A or B. Although processors 2 and 3 are
cheaper than 1 to qualify, they can fail pre-
maturely without any architectural interven-
tion. Hence, they do not represent acceptable
design points by current reliability-
qualification methodologies. With DRM, the
designers of processors 2 and 3 can meet reli-
ability targets by using processor adaptation
to reduce processor temperature, current den-
sity, voltage, and/or frequency as needed at
runtime. These actions incur a performance
loss, but they maintain target reliability.

Now consider the cases of processor 2 run-
ning application B and processor 1 running
either A or B. Current systems will not exploit
the excess reliability margin. However, if the

cooling solution can support it, designers can
use DRM to exploit the excess reliability mar-
gin and extract additional performance, for
example, by overclocking or increasing
microarchitectural resources. Thus, DRM can
decrease reliability-qualification cost and/or
increase processor performance, while assur-
ing that the processor meets reliability targets.

DRM evaluation
A true DRM evaluation would require

proposing a control algorithm for processor
adaptations and evaluating its performance on
processors with different reliability-
qualification cost. Our goal, however, was only
to show DRM’s potential, so we studied an
oracular control algorithm. We considered sev-
eral configurations with a range of microarchi-
tectural resources and voltage and frequency
settings. For an application running on a
processor with a specific reliability-qualifica-
tion cost, we selected the configuration that
gave maximum performance and met the
required MTTF target. This effectively simu-
lates a DRM algorithm that adapts once per
application run and chooses the adaptation
configuration with oracular knowledge of the
application behavior. Although the algorithm
is oracular, it does not represent the best possi-
ble DRM control algorithm because it does not
exploit the variability within the application.

We evaluated DRM using the RSim simu-
lator12 for performance (timing) evaluation,
the Wattch tool6 for power measurement, and
the HotSpot tool7 for temperature evaluation.
The base microarchitecture (with no adapta-
tions) we simulated is similar to the MIPS
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Figure 3. Motivation for dynamic reliability management (DRM). The dashed line represents
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over the target) and thus the cost is not justified. Processor 3 is cheap to qualify but neither
application A nor B meets its reliability target, so the cost benefit is lost. DRM can avoid
these drawbacks by adapting application performance to meet the target MTTF value.



R10000. We used a supply voltage of 1.0 V
and a base frequency of 4.0 GHz.

The specific DRM adaptations in our eval-
uation are a combination of microarchitec-
tural adaptation (instruction-window resizing
and changing the number of ALUs and FPUs)
and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS). We mod-
eled 18 microarchitectural configurations—
from a processor with a 128-entry instruction
window, six ALUs, and four FPUs to a proces-
sor with a 16-entry instruction window, two
ALUs, and one FPU. For DVS, we varied the
processor frequency from 2.5 GHz to 5.0
GHz. We always set the voltage to support the
frequency being simulated. 

Table 1 summarizes the nine applications we
used for our evaluation. To study the reliability
implications of various application classes, we
chose three multimedia applications, three
Spec2000 integer applications, and three
Spec2000 floating-point applications. As the
table shows, these applications exhibit a wide
range of instructions per cycle (IPC) and power
consumption. We describe our experimental
methodology in greater detail elsewhere.2

Results
Figure 4 shows the performance for all the

applications for processors with a range of reli-
ability qualification costs.  The performance
is the result of combining microarchitectural
and DVS adaptations to control reliability, rep-
resented as an increase or slowdown over the
base processor (which is the most aggressive
microarchitectural configuration, running at
4.0 GHz). A value of 1.0 represents no gain or
loss. In the Ramp model, the proportionality
constants in Equations 1 to 5 reflect reliabili-

ty qualification costs. However, since we do
not have the function that relates these con-
stants to cost, we use an architectural parame-
ter as a proxy for cost. We use the maximum
constant temperature the processor can run at
while meeting the target MTTF, denoted Tqual,
as the proxy.2 For a higher cost, we have a high-
er Tqual, which lets the processor reach higher
temperatures, and so higher performance, for
a target reliability. Figure 4 shows results for
processors with four values of Tqual—400°K,
370°K, 345°K, and 325°K.

Tqual = 400°K. The hottest on-chip tempera-
ture any application in our evaluated workload
reached was near 400°K. Hence, this value of
Tqual represents a lower bound on the qualifi-
cation temperature that designers could choose
using current worst-case-based reliability qual-
ification. As Figure 4 shows, all the applications
experience performance gains—from a gain of
6 percent for MP3dec to 16 percent for twolf—
while maintaining the required processor reli-
ability levels. On-chip operating conditions
generally tend to be much lower than the worst
case values, so all the applications can run at
higher than base frequency. At the higher fre-
quency, the temperature will occasionally
exceed 400°K but the processor will maintain
the target MTTF value because lower values at
other times compensate for high instantaneous
temperature values. 

The performance gains for the Spec bench-
marks tend to be higher on average than those
for the multimedia benchmarks, primarily
because the multimedia benchmarks have
higher IPC and consequently higher operat-
ing temperatures and current densities, which
gives them lower MTTFs.

Although 400°K is the highest tempera-
ture we saw in our workload suite, the worst
possible temperature the processor can reach
is likely to be even higher. If the designer
qualified the processor for that temperature,
DRM would provide even higher perfor-
mance gains.

These results imply that qualifying for
worst case operating conditions is overly con-
servative. A more economic alternative is to
qualify at lower operating points, which
would be less expensive, or to market the base
processor at a higher frequency while still
meeting the MTTF target. 
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Table 1. Applications used in evaluating DRM.

Application Type IPC Base power* (W)
MPGdec (Mpeg video decoder) Multimedia 3.2 36.5
MP3dec (Mp3 audio decoder) 2.8 34.7
H263enc (H263 video encoder) 1.9 30.8
bzip2 SpecInt 1.7 23.9
gzip 1.5 23.4
twolf 0.8 15.6
art SpecFP 0.7 17.0
equake 1.4 20.9
ammp 1.1 19.7

*Dynamic power plus leakage
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Figure 4. Performance on nine applications with DRM adaptations for four processors with different reliability qualification
costs. Performance is relative to that for a base processor (without DRM adaptations) running at 4 GHz. The processor with
Tqual = 400°K is the most expensive and the processor with Tqual=325°K is the cheapest.



Tqual = 370°K. For this processor, MP3dec and
MPGdec, the applications with the lowest
MTTF values on the base processor, have no
performance gain. All the other applications
have a performance gain of from 1 percent for
bzip2 to 10 percent for twolf. This represents
a processor qualified for reliability on the basis
of application behavior.

Rather than selecting Tqual based on the
worst case application operating conditions
of 400°K, reliability qualification is based on
what it would take for the worst applications
(MP3dec and MPGdec) to just meet the reli-
ability target. Such an application-oriented
approach to reliability qualification represents
savings in qualification cost without any per-
formance loss. DRM never curtails perfor-
mance in this scenario for these applications.
Again, lower IPC applications see the largest
performance gains (twolf, art and ammp). 

Tqual = 345°K. This represents a processor
qualified for the average, rather than worst
case, application. As Figure 4 shows, the per-
formance of all the applications with DRM
adaptations was within 10 percent of the base
value; in three cases, it was within 5 percent.
This potentially represents an excellent cost-
performance tradeoff design point, where
designers can use DRM to reduce the cost of
processor qualification without incurring sig-
nificant performance penalties. Predictably,
high IPC applications experience the largest
performance losses, while low IPC applica-
tions enjoy the largest gains. 

Tqual = 325°K. This represents a processor with
drastically reduced reliability qualification cost.
As Figure 4 shows, all applications experience
a slowdown. In this scenario, the performance
loss overshadows the cost benefit of designing
for a cheaper reliability-qualification point.
The multimedia applications with high IPC
experience the largest slowdown, with MP3dec
suffering a 29 percent loss in performance.

Implications for reliability-aware design
These results imply that DRM offers the

potential for cost benefits without performance
loss. Changing the reliability design point from
a Tqual of 400°K to 370°K saves design cost
without slowing any of the applications—evi-
dence that worst case reliability qualification is

unnecessarily conservative. Using DRM, and
allowing some performance degradation,
designers can further lower the reliability-qual-
ification cost. In our results, even at a Tqual of
345°K, performance loss was limited. 

Finally, the results show that the perfor-
mance-cost trade-off depends on the proces-
sor’s intended application domain. A
processor designed for Spec applications, for
example, could use cheaper reliability quali-
fication than a processor intended for multi-
media applications. 

Open research problems
With emerging technology-scaling trends

and increasing power densities, processor
manufacturers can no longer afford to con-
sider lifetime reliability as solely a problem for
device and circuit designers. The stakes are
high enough that lifetime reliability should be
a first-class design constraint even at the
microarchitectural level. Ramp and DRM are
steps toward an architectural solution to cost-
effective lifetime reliability assurance, but
many open research problems remain.

Ramp validation and extension 
As with any simulator or model, Ramp

makes several assumptions. Although some of
these remain unvalidated, most are grounded
in “current practice,” and are the result of
extensive consultations with research and
product groups about processor reliability at
IBM. Further, the individual failure mecha-
nism models, which are Ramp’s key underly-
ing components, represent the state of the art.
Nevertheless, either a relaxation of the
assumptions or a validation with real-world
failure data would increase Ramp’s utility as
an industry and research tool. Recently, we
have relaxed some of the assumptions we
describe here in an upgraded Ramp version.8

Microarchitectural techniques for lifetime reliability
We have shown the potential for DRM, but

its effective use requires nonoracular control
algorithms. The selective redundancy tech-
niques we have explored8 require more work
on designing such redundancy and determin-
ing when failure occurs. Doubtless, other
microarchitectural techniques for designing
reliability-aware microarchitectures await
exploration. Effectively, our work allows the
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system to view reliability as a resource that it
can judiciously distribute over time and space
to meet the required MTTF target with the
best performance. Further, microarchitectur-
al solutions will need to proceed hand in hand
with reliability advances in other stages of sys-
tem design (circuit- and device-level solutions). 

Early-life failures
Early-life processor failures resulting from

manufacturing defects are of critical concern
to microprocessor manufacturers because they
directly affect processor yield and cost. Burn-
in, a process that subjects manufactured
processors to elevated temperature and voltage
conditions to accelerate the onset of early-life
failures, can eliminate many early-life fail-
ures.13 Longer burn-in periods capture more
early-life failures, increasing shipped processor
reliability. However, excessive burn-in is unde-
sirable because it reduces the lifetime of non-
defective processors. Also, because operating
burn-in ovens costs both time and resources,
manufacturers should carefully determine
burn-in times. A joint approach to burn-in
efficiency and lifetime reliability could poten-
tially provide more cost effective burn-in
options. On the basis of the processor’s target
application suite, manufacturers could deter-
mine burn-in times that provide the target
reliability for the lowest cost.

Soft errors
A complete picture of processor reliability

requires considering the effect of wearout fail-
ures and soft (or transient) errors in combi-
nation. Researchers have done much work
recently on soft error modeling and mitiga-
tion,14,15 but a fundamental tension exists
between processor lifetime and soft error con-
trol. Increasing lifetime through the common
DVS power-management technique will like-
ly increase susceptibility to soft errors. On the
other hand, soft error protection through
redundancy could increase power and tem-
perature, which could lead to lower processor
lifetimes. Integrated solutions that balance the
two reliability issues are an important avenue
of future research.

Optimizing energy, temperature, reliability together
Currently, processor designers indepen-

dently address energy, temperature, and reli-

ability during design. Handling these issues
in a unified fashion could provide large cost
and performance benefits. Despite the simi-
larities in their root causes, the relationship
between processor energy, temperature, and
reliability is not obvious. In earlier work,2 we
compared processor design for temperature
(dynamic thermal management) and design
for reliability (DRM) and showed that nei-
ther technique subsumes the other. Thus
more work is required to understand these
effects individually and in concert. Such an
effort would provide a path to a unified frame-
work that would likely have a significant
impact on processor design, allowing optimal
cost-performance trade-offs that are based on
the target system’s requirements.

In this era of power-constrained design, the
effect of escalating on-chip temperatures on

chip reliability is of increasing concern to
processor and system developers. Ramp rep-
resents a first attempt at addressing this emerg-
ing challenge from a microarchitectural
perspective. Much work remains to improve
Ramp’s modeling methodology and validation
and to design microarchitectural techniques
for lifetime reliability control and enhance-
ment. We have recently addressed the limita-
tions of the SOFR model using Monte-Carlo
methods with log-normal failure models
instead of exponential models and series-
parallel failure models instead of series-only
models.8 We are also evaluating burn-in algo-
rithms that will provide maximum shipped
reliability at the least cost. In future work, we
will study nonoracular algorithms for DRM
in addition to exploring other microarchitec-
tural reliability enhancement techniques. MICRO
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